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This version of the shoe list is full of some old standards, some new found favorites and reflects 
what he have found to be the best bet for a great summer with shoes that go a long way in 
preventing most of the injuries we often see in our unique activity. There have been a few shoes 
removed from previous lists as we saw a few too many injuries in those.  It reflects the long 
hours, physical demands put on performers bodies and thusly, treats shoes as essential to the 
well being of the athletes participating.  
 
Some standards for evaluation of shoes have been well established over the decades of 
working with marching athletes. The activity has changed. The demands on shoes have as well. 
With  5 decades in the activity and experience as an athlete, performer, consumer and 
physician working with athletes in many sports as well as performers in the marching arts, we 
have assembled a list of shoes that will go far in keeping our performers healthy and 
comfortable. The goal is to get them from day one of pre tour to finals healthy from the ground 
up 
 
Considerations 
 
Shoes for this activity have been evaluated with several different parameters in mind. The shoes 
here are evaluated and must perform well with the following considerations satisfied.  
 

Cost primary to each performer is cost. It is necessary to have 2-3 pairs a summer. Stretching a 
shoe past if's effective life is dangerous. Better to get 2 cheaper pairs than to try to stretch a pair 
past it's prime. Phones have search functions that will help find these at Kohl’s, Dicks and local 
suppliers. Most are affordable to performers. I have included a few more expensive models as I 
have *PARENTS* who contact me and “want only the best” for their athlete. Despite my 
discussion they still think if it costs more it is better so I put those on here rather than argue.  
Structure and Function  The shoes must meet the demand of the activity. Running shoes 
are not built for marching (neither are football cleats or track spikes though we are “running” on a 
“football field” ) so we choose from shoes with good structure that meet the needs of the activity. . 
These have the added benefit of not breaking down as quickly. Good lateral support is needed. 
Running shoes are made for straight lines, this activity does not do much in straight lines. Soles 
must be functionally stable yet cushion the athlete from shock...and , oh yeah, they gotta last.  
Good looks  NO. , Seriously, I NEVER look at how a shoe looks. I don't care! If it keeps you 
on the field it can be as ugly as a mud fence. 
Environment This is rough on shoes. Water, heat, turfballs, rough surfaces, pavement, deisel, 
ramps. These things have to survive.  



Injury consideration These babies got to protect your lower extremity. If you are heavier 
and/or stronger do NOT look for the lightest shoe on the list.  You will do well to try on many on 
this list and find what fits you best. There are a lot of shoes on here that are really good 
 
*When you go to look at shoes, Take your list. DO NOT let salesmen who do not know much 
about the activity offer words of advice. You are not in a band and you are not running around a 
track so they do not know. 
 
*IF YOU ARE NEW TO THE ACTIVITY OR NEW TO THE ORGANIZATION take our advice and 
use this list. We have been doing this and doing it well for a long time now. Sitting on the sideline 
kind of sucks. We do what we can to keep you off it.  
 
*Think about what you are buying. If you are a big, strong person, do not look for the lightest, 
most flexible shoe on the list. The New Balance 608 and Nike Air Monarch are going to be a 
better choice in that situation. Asics are always going to feel great but need replaced quicker.  
 
*Make sure you wear these a few weeks before packing them for tour. Too late by the time you 
get here to run to Kohl’s, Shoe Carnival or Dick’s when you find out they won’t work 

 
Buy Early!!!! Do not wait until the last minute Pre tour. Go this weekend and get 2 or 3 pair. 
Keep the empty box under your bed till after tour. If mom and dad need to replace them they 
can get the info off the box. If you find a shoe that needs to be evaluated email me and give me 
a day or 3 to go look at it. I have looked at a ton so if it is not on here it may have failed criteria.  
 
A word about FLIP FLOPS. We would prefer not to have them on tour. If you bring them DO 
NOT wear them to rehearse (looking at you PIT ), DO NOT wear them to load trucks, DO wear 
them to the shower, on the bus and in the gym. They are not for walking long distances on free 
days or prowling the lot after dark. Be smart. Thank you.  
 
SOCKS.  Everyone loves socks. Silly as it sounds we have been looking at socks for years. 
Currently the best socks for this activity are made of polypropylene. Every manufacturer has 
“moisture wicking” socks. (Nike Dri Fit, Adidas Climacool, UA Heatgear, etc). They wear well, 
dry fast and are comfy. TJ MAXX seems to have the best selection CHEAP.  
 
All the shoes on the lists can be found at Shoe Carnival, Kohl’s or athletic stores like Dicks. We 
hear about cost and have attempted to find shoes that work and are affordable. You are going 
to destroy each pair in about 6 weeks. Does not matter if they’re 159 or 59 dollars. This activity 
kills em. Better to have 2 or 3 pairs of more affordable shoes than to make a more expensive 
pair go the distance.  
 
 If you have questions about a particular shoe or want me to evaluate a certain brand or style, 
take a pic and send it to me at drtfreeman6@gmail.com  then give me a few days to find it and 
evaluate before I answer. This list is the best shoes we have seen. I am always looking for more 
and if you have any feedback, constructive criticism or insights into a shoe feel free to hit me up.  
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Men’s Shoes 
 
 
 

ASICS Brooks Hoka New Balance  

Gel Venture 6 **** Caldera 2 Challenger Summit  

Gel Sonoma 3 Cascadia  Napali Fresh Foam Gobi 

Gel Kayano 25 Cascadia GTX Torrent 619  **** 

Alpine XT Mazama Speedgoat.  519  **** 

Gecko XT Columbia  Saucony  410 

Gel Scram 4 Montrail  Eclipse 510 v4   **** 

GT 2000 Trail **** Topo Athletic Excursion 608  **** 

Evolution MT2 Xodus 481 

 Nike Puma  412 

Adidas Nike Reax 8 TR **** Tazon Fracture  

Terrex  Air Monarch **** Tazon 6 Altra 

Kanadia Trail Reax III TR Cell Surin 2 Timp Trail.  
 Ring Leader Under Armour Lone Peak 

  Commit King 

    

 
**** Tried and true performers with multi year history 
 
Nike Air Monarch and Several New Balance Models come in wide widths.  
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Women’s Shoes. 
 
 

NIKE Columbia FILA  New Balance 

Reax Montrail TKO TR 6 412  

Alvord  Altra Realmspeed 510 

 Olympus Hoka One One 519 

Asics King Speedgoat 590 

Frequent Trail Lone Peak Stinson Summit 

Scram 4 Timp Challenger  680 

Kahuna 8 **** Brooks Napali Fresh Foam Gobi 

Alpine XT Cascadia **** Torrent 411 

Gel Excite Caldera Saucony 608 **** 

Venture 6 MX Mazama Peregrine WTNTRV2 

Sonoma 3 Merrell Xodus 430  

GT 2000 **** Momentous Eclipse RYKA 

Gecko Cirrus Excursion Infinite 

  Adidas Intent XT 

  Terrex  

 
 
 


